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This guide is for any man
who wants to upgrade his

sexual ability and make his
woman insane for him.
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PUSSY
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THERE ARE SEVERAL SIMPLE ELEMENTS TO BECOMING
A MAN WHO IS AN UNFORGETTABLE LOVER. 

If you learn these elements, practice them and implement
them, you will become one of the very few men who feel
confident with women and IRRESISTIBLE to them.

Women want to be penetrated by your powerful masculine
force, not just your physical cock. You are not fucking a woman
with your body, you're fucking her with your energy. Once you
understand this vital key, you'll be on your way to becoming the
Sex God you were born to be. 

Pussy massage + the 6 sexual super powers I've included in this
guide are designed to help you understand and embody these
elements and give you tangible results. 

PLUS: PLUS: 6 6 SUPER POWERSSUPER POWERS TO TO
BLOW HER MINDBLOW HER MIND
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The space where you are giving the pussy massage
should encourage her ultimate relaxation. Do simple
things like make sure the space is clean, the lights are
low or candles are lit, make sure it smells nice, is a good
temperature for her to be lying naked for an extended
period of time and music that sets the mood. 

THE SPACE



Most guys are laser focused on making a woman cum
and any possible tactics to do so. The pussy massage is
the opposite. The only goal is pleasure. A relaxing
experience that inspires her body to surrender into
ecstasy - instead of forcing a specific outcome. 

As a woman, this experience is very rare. Because men
are so highly conditioned by porn, they force outcomes
they've seen over and over, go too fast, too hard and
expel way more energy with very little result. You don't
need to fuck hard or go fast to make a woman scream
in pleasure.
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LOSE THE GOAL
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Invite your woman to close her eyes and begin to take slow, deep
breaths in and out.This will begin to relax and open her body and
move her out of her thinking mind and into the meditative state that
sex belongs to. Keep her breath on a cycle. Deep slow inhales into
her belly, her chest and then out slowly and completely.

BREATH



In all sexual relationships there is an unseen element that plays a MASSIVE role -
energy dynamics. Masculine energy is direction, truth, control, protection.
Feminine energy is flow, play, trust and surrender. Women want to naturally
surrender into deep bliss, but only if they trust your masculine energy. If your
women doesn't then her body will remain closed to you. You can feel the
energetic difference between a woman who's body is open to you and a woman
who's body is closed to you.

Your energy is affected by your ability to regulate your nervous system. If you
have low self esteem and you are worried or anxious that you aren't enough to
pleasure her, her body won't open and surrender. When you feel good about
yourself, when you feel in control and confident, your energy will reflect that. This
energy has the most profound impact on your experience of sex and her
experience of you. Go into the pussy massage with steady hands. Be curious to
explore her body. Get rid of the goal and detach yourself from being "enough".
Just have fun and do what feels good.
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ENERGY
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The deepest and most powerful experience we can have in life is a shared
experience. This means you are having the same experience in your body
that someone else is having. If someone is telling you a story and you are
fully engaged, you are feeling the same feelings they are feeling. If you
watch movies, your body is syncing up with the characters - which is why
TV can be so addicting. When you go to a concert, you are sharing the
same feeling experience with everyone in the crowd. When we sync up or
resonate with others it regulates our nervous system. As you are
performing the pussy massage, allow yourself to have a shared experience.
Feel the pleasure you are creating in her in your own body. Track her
movement and pleasure and allow it to flood your body as you give. 

SYNCING UP



Coaching a woman is about telling her mind what to bring her focus to. When you
tell a woman what to focus on, not only are you standing powerfully in your
masculine energy - directing and taking control (which will drive her wild) but you
are also keeping her in her body and out of her mind. Good sex happens when
you are dropped deeply into the sensations in the body. Your logical mind goes to
sleep and you are having a meditative, sensory experience. 

Tell her what to focus on. "I want you to feel the warmth and strength in my hands
as I rub your body." 
"Relax your entire body as I enjoy teasing your clit."
When she moans or moves her body in pleasurable ways you can say things like. "I
know" or "Good girl, just let yourself go." 

She will feel like you are fully in your masculine and it's safe to open and let go
completely. She won't feel like you're rushing her to orgasm, but that you are
having a shared pleasurable experience, which takes the pressure out completely. 
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1
Have coconut oil on hand. 
Begin by sensually and slowly removing all of her clothes
and kissing her gently. Your woman may be in a state of
complete relaxation from the start or she may feel more
horny and want to take control. Settle her down by
explaining to her that you are in charge of her pleasure
tonight. If she feels sexually shut down to you, go slow.
Let her desire build.

2
Once she is completely naked, lie her down on her back.
You'll want to make sure she is lying on top of the sheets.
You want her to feel the vulnerability of being fully seen. It
is a powerful experience.

3
Using coconut oil, begin slowly and powerfully massaging
her body. Stay away from sexually charged areas like
nipples and pussy. Let her feel the power of your
masculine energy through the moderate pressure of your
strong masculine hands. Build the energy in your body as
you massage and caress her. Tap into your masculine core,
your groundedness and control. Rub her chest, in the area
of her heart. Massage her belly. Allow her body to relax
totally. Pay attention to her body, breathing, sounding and
movements. 

4
Move your body into the following position: 
Pick up her legs and sit facing her. Extend your legs on
either side of her body and place her legs down, laying
over your thighs. Continue the massage by moving your
hands from the center of her belly up to the center of her
chest and then out around each breast. Keep this cycle
going. 



5
Move your hands down to her pussy and cover her pussy
with both hands, with light pressure. Keep your warm,
masculine hands there and don't move. If she begins to
squirm around a bit, continue to control your hands by
keeping them very still. 

6
Top up your coconut oil. Saturate her pussy in it. Begin to
massage the space between her pussy and legs. Massage
with medium to light pressure. 

7
Placing a hand on each space between her pussy and
thighs, use your thumbs to massage the area just outside
of her pussy in an upward movement. Start at the bottom,
near her ass and massage upward outside of her pussy. 

8
Massage and pinch her outer lips using light pressure. Take
your time and work up to massaging inside of her lips,
staying away from her clit and vaginal canal. Use a lot of
coconut oil and spend time teasing and massaging. You
want to ask her how it feels, if you should use more or less
pressure. Always ask for feedback in a powerful confident
way. Don't ask too much or too often, allow her to be in
the experience and read her body for the information you
need. 
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9
As you make your way to her clit, start doing softer, lighter
strokes. Less is more when it comes to a woman's clit,
unless she asks you for more pressure, you ALWAYS want
to go as light as possible. Spend time on her clit but then
pull away and move back into rubbing the inside of her
lips. Alternate between these two. It will create a warming
sensation in her body. 

10
Spend more time on her clit. Freestyle. Ask her what feels
good and do it. Begin massaging the inside of her vaginal
canal. Get curious and explore inside her with your fingers.
Watch her reaction to your touch. Be creative, slow,
controlled, gentle and rhythmic.  

Important tip: 
Most guys are circumsized. Without the protective
covering of foreskin on the penis, the penis constantly
rubs against clothing and becomes desensitized. This leads
to needing more intense stroking and fucking to feel. A
woman's clit is extremely sensitive. Go slow and light
always - unless she asks for more. 

11
Always remember, the pussy massage does not have a
goal beyond just being a pleasurble experience. You are
not trying to make a woman orgasm. You are simply
offering her the gift of connection, relaxation and pleasure. 

12
If she orgasms, or wants to orgasm, allow it to happen -
but only after you have allowed her to edge for at least
45-60 minutes. Keep bringing her to the edge and back. 

If the pussy massage leads to sex, allow it. Let it be natural.
If she doesnt orgasm or you don't move into penetrative
sex then allow the pussy massage to come to a natural end
just as a regular massage would. 
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PUTTING IT
ALL

TOGETHER
PUSSY MASSAGE & THE 6 SUPERPOWERS TO

BLOW HER MIND

The 6 superpowers are meant to be naturally and
organically folded into the experience of the pussy massage
but if you need a little help, my suggestion for flow looks like
this: 

Start with creating the space first, invite her into the space
using your powerful masculine energy. Focus on making her
feel like you are directing the experience from a place of
confidence and making her feel safe. 

As you move into #3 of the pussy massage begin coaching
her breathing. As she begins taking deep breaths, you can
sync up your breathing with hers. Continue working your
way through the massage and as her pleasure intensifies,
allow your own pleasure to increase and spread through
your body. 

Always remember, there is no goal. You are just offering a
pleasurable and loving experience to your partner. 

One final tip. Believe in yourself. If you are a man who has
been struggling with sexual confidence, use this guide to
give you something tangible to stick to - but remember to
also go off script. You ARE GOOD ENOUGH. 
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ABOUT
Justina Victoria is the founder of Sexual Mastery NYC. 

She coaches men to create the mind-blowing sex and
intimacy they crave and she and uses her vast knowledge
of love, personal development, relationship dynamics and
human sexuality to help men and women understand
each other.  

Justina is a certified Sex, Love & Relationship coach
through The Tantric Institute of Integrated Sexuality,
trained by Layla Martin, world renown sex coach.
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